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A: Q: Infinitely many prime elements in an ordered ring I am reading Eakin-Townsley and I have a question about Exercise 3: Let $R$ be a ring in which $R^\times$ is an ordered group and $R$ is ordered in the reverse of the way that $R^\times$ is. Is $R$ necessarily noncommutative and not an integral domain? A: Example. Consider the ring $R
= \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z}$, ordered so that $(a,b) \geq (c,d) \iff a \geq c$. Then $1 = (-1,0) \geq (2,1)$. Now we let $a = (-1,0)$ and $b = (2,1)$ be elements of $R$. Then $b \geq a$, but the only positive element in $R$ is $1$, so we must have $a = b$, giving $a \geq a$. It follows that $R$ is not an integral domain. Q: Why is it faster to
not use the cache? Given some code that looks like: ... for i in xrange(loops): q.put(i) ... Why is it faster to do not use the cache by using the following code? ... q.put(i) ... and why is this faster than ... for i in xrange(loops): q.put(i) ... ? A: The first two lines you posted are equivalent. The last one looks like it's using a local variable, which is never

going to be the same as the variable you might have just used in a previous loop iteration. A: Your third example is really probably slower than your first two examples. The third example is going to keep creating its own q.put
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He was a good boy, he was gentle and he was special. Cycling-/cycling-et-cyclis
me-sport-professional-70-collection-perfume-eau-de-refresher/cycling-70-collec
tion-perfume-eau-de-refresher-parfumerie-et-papi/cycling-70-collection-perfum
e-eau-de-refresher-parfumerie-et-papi/messages/b54460123314-noir-vers-le-
bleu-cdr-500-papi-voodoo.html.Q: How to display multiple text in a div with a

comma separator? Below is a demo of what I am trying to achieve: Demo
Below is my current code: Documentum Worklist - Key Figure :

[{$entity_type->id()}] ({$entity->id()}) {if count($selection)==1}
{$entity->id()} {$selection[0]->text} {$entity_type->getLabel()} 0cc13bf012

Delco CDR 2005 to VDO CD 413 code calculator: Our code converter works to convert from Delco CDR 2005 to VDO CD 413 as well as from Delco CDR 2005. Be sure to check out our great resources including CDR 500./* * Copyright (c) Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates. * * Licensed under the Apache
License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at * * * * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, * WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and * limitations under the License. */ #include #include #include using namespace folly; class TestBroadcast : public testing::Test { protected: void setUp() {

EventBase::setThreadName("ioBroadcast"); } void testBroadcast() { IOBuf buf(1024); auto bin = buf.dup(); IOBlock& b = IOBuf::wrap(&bin, 1); b.async_write_some( [&]() { // Pretend to emit multiple ops b.async_write(folly::IOBuf::create(123)); b.async_write(folly::IOBuf::create(456));
b.async_write(folly::IOBuf::create(789)); b.async_write(folly::IOB
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